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Theft Protection Disaster Recovery

Proactively protect against fraud, loss and theft.

Mitigate risk as the company grows its asset management

business

Amber's #1 priority is the security of their clients’ assets and they

have invested years of effort in cybersecurity, cryptosecurity, and

operational security across the firm.  Amber wanted to use industry-

leading technology to offer its customers bank-level security.

Goals:

Outsourcing to Coincover helped mitigate risk without the

need for additional in-house resource or expertise.

Simple solution

Amber is leading the way in reducing the risk exposure of

crypto investors across the world

High standards of security

Security, reliability and privacy are the core tenets of the

industry and will determine overall industry success as we

work to realize the future of finance.

Contribution to the success of the crypto industry

CHALLENGES

SOLUTIONS

IMPACT

AOperating at the center of markets, Amber act

as liquidity providers, miners, and validators on

70+ exchanges, applications, and networks.

Amber create wealth for clients of all sizes by

providing digital asset trading, investing,

infrastructure and financing services.

 Amber help individuals, institutions, and brands

produce, trade, collect, and invest in digital

assets. We believe in a future which respects

regulation and empowers individuals to control

their financial and creative lives.

1K+
Institutional Clients

$5BN+
Assets on platform

Speak to Coincover about how we
can help your business

www.coincover.com

The global crypto market is

expanding exponentially, but the

rise of cybercrime incidents in

the crypto space is still a major

concern for many investors.

Michael Wu, CEO, Amber Group

Our company is proud to serve as a trusted digital asset platform
for our customers, and we will continuously provide our

customers with the most robust security measures and global
insurance coverage for our wallet infrastructure possible.

Protection technology 
to safeguard 

crypto investors against 
financial loss 

due to hacks or theft.
 

Risk mitigation technology
to facilitate the recovery 

of access to crypto
 in the event of a disaster, 

mistake or human error. 

How Amber are reducing the risk exposure
of crypto investors across the world

Coincover helps Amber build a safer future for digital assets

http://www.coincover.com/

